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An analysis of lieai transfer in fully dovelopod irihd channel flow has been proBonted. 
Closed form soluiiona in case of (i) two plates at constant temperatures, and (ii) linear 
variation of temporatiu'O along tho plates, are derived for temperature, Nusselt 
number, moan-mixod tomporature and the difference between tho wall temperature 
and tho mean fluid tompeiatuie. Numerical values of the Nussolt nmnber and 
mean-mixed tcmiieraturo are entered m tables, whereas, others are shown graphically. 
Tho effects of different parameters m different types o f channel flows have been 
discussed.
N o m e n c l a t u r e
A Temperature gradient 8 A non-dimensional number
Bo Magnetic field (applied) Si A non-dimensional number
c \ Si)ecific heat at constant pressure T Temperature
G Temperature Tim Mean mixed temperature
G*
£
I*
Non-dimensional temperature 
Total current
Non-dimensioual total current
u Velocity in aj-diroction 
Non-dimensional velocity 
Average velocity
J* Non-dimensional current density r . External generator voltage
Jz
K
Current density 
Thermal conductivity
V * Non-dimonsional external genera­
tor voltage
Nu Nusselt number X Co-ordinate along the plates
M Hartmann number Separation between two plates
P Pressure y co-ordinate normal to the a;-axis
Pr Prandtl number Z Normal to a;y-axes
<J Heat flux at the plates P density
Q Non-dimensional beat flux 0 Non-dimensional temperature
R Resistance or Electrical conductivity
Be Reynolds number V Non-dimensional transverse axis
R* Non-dimenaional reeistanoo n
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Viscosity
1. I n tb o d u c tio n
Hartmann (1937) and Hartmann & Lazarus (1937) studied the mhd channel 
flow under a transverse magnetic field. From technological point of view, the 
heat transfer aspect of such flow is important. Sutton & Sherman (19G5) studied 
this aspect under the action of the loading parameter, thus distinguishing the 
(hannol as an mhd generator, accelerator or flowmeter. The heat transfer has 
also boon studied by Siegel (1958) in open circuit mhd channel flow between 
non-conducting plates, whereas, between conducting plates, it was discussed 
iiiclopendently by Alpher (1961) and Yen (1963). Recently, Soundalgekar (1969) 
studied the heat transfer aspect o f mhd channel flow between conducting walls 
and under crossed-fields. But to understand the working of the channel in the 
most general way, the external circuit must also bo considered. Such an analysis 
was recently presented by Hughes & Young (1966) who considered the circuit 
consisting of a resistance and a generator, and thus characterised the mhd channel 
How ill different ways. The heat transfer aspect of such a system has not been 
considered as yet. This provides the motivation to undertake the present study.
Tn section 2, while presenting the mathematical analysis, two cases are 
cojisidorod :— (1) two plates at different temperatures and (2) linear variation 
of the temperature along tho plates in the direction of the flow. Following 
Hughes & Young (1966) we have derived the closed form solutions for the 
velocity, current density and total current. Using those expressions, closed 
form solutions for temperature, Nusselt number and the mean mixed tempera­
ture arc derived in case (1) whereas, in case (2) closed form solutions for tho 
temperaturo, Nusselt number and tho differnce between wall temperature and 
mean temperature of the fluid are derived. Numerical values of Nusselt number 
in cases 1 and 2 and for the moan mixed temperature in case 1 are entered in 
tables I to 3, wHioroas, other physical quantities are shown on graphs
In section 3, conclusions are set out.
2. Mathematicaij Analysis
Here the a:-axis is taken along the centre-line of the channel in the direc­
tion of the flow and i/-axis is chosen normal to the x-axis. Tho magnetic field 
IS aR.sinnod to be applied parallel to the 2/-axis. The external circuit is given 
•n liguio la.
Under those conditions, following Hughes & Young (1966), the expressions 
fur the velocity and the current density for fully developed flow can be derived 
follows :
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^ h ; ^  1 — c o s h  Mvi
M ‘ ooihM '  o o s h j t f ... (1)
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I* -  _
( ^ 1 - 1 ^  cosh Mt)+1, siiih M
... (2)
coth M
... (2a)
VoC
- "t .
Figure la The complete olectrical circuit.
wliero Uie physical quantities arc defined in non-dimensional form as follows :“ = ____ ^____ •
' Vi,’ '
V,* ; M ^  ;
I* = ; J* -
(3)
All the physical variables are defined in Nomenclature.
4. T he E n e r g y  E quation  _
Here wo consider two oases :
(1) Two plates at different temperatures
(2) Temperature varying linearly along the plates.
Case (1) :
The energy equation for the fully developed flow is now given by
... (4)
'P{y«) =  T, and T [-y „)^ T ^
In view of (3), equations (4) and (6) become
( du'^  \ 2
and
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The boundary conditions are
whore
d {\ )^ e„ d{~i) =  o^
K [iT0--
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... (5)
. . .  (6 )
... (7)
... (8)
Substituting for u* and J* from (1) and (2) respectively, in (6), simplifying 
and integrating, the solution, satisfying (7), is given by
1^ +  ^ a 20 =: -l-^a(^2_i)_),^^(cosh 2Jf-cosh  2My)
+ J 5(cosh J/~cosli V (9)
where
 ^ sinli M
. ______l + ig*+Jf F /
® U* sinii cosh Jlf’
A .= * ~ ’
2Ai
4 ' ■ 4Jf2  J42
The teniporaturo profiles are shown in figures 1 to 4 for different values 
of the parameters M, R*, Vg* and J. Hughes & Young (1966)
Figure 1. Temperature profiles ; 
M=2, T i«4, V = 2 . M=2, B*=10
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Figure 3. Temperature profiles ; (open 
circuit case) M  =  2.
Figure 4 Temperature profiles ;
M=2,7«*==Jlf/tanh Jlf.
have deHcribod in short the interesting case of maximum power transfer between 
the external circuit and the flow device. The condition for this case as derived 
Mby them ie that
The rate of heat transfer expressed in tei-ms of the Nusselt number is given 
by (Hughes & Young 1966)
From (9) and (10) we get,
The numerical values of Nu are entered in table 1. The bulk mean tem­
perature is defined as
J u*d di]
Tim = -^ -----------
J u* dy
. . .  ( 1 2 )
Substituting for u* and 0 from (3) and (9) respectively and simplifying, we obtain
A A / sinhJIf  ^ 2 (/* —1) 3sinh2if[ ^ j +  [2 c o sh W ------- ^ +■]
T „n -  =
+ A ,{  2 ooBh 2M cosh 2M cosh J f-S co sh  2M_ B in li^ j
ZM
2(l + j i * + J lF ,*) (j f  cosh J f-B in h  M )' 
JH“(JJ*sinh j f + J f  coah M)
... (13)
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Table 1- Values of Nusselt number(equation 11)
M E * X ‘ - 4 — 2 2 4
— 4 — 16.4304 — 31.3609 82.3609 16.4304
— 2 -  9.6416 — 19.7832 20.7832 10.6416
0 — 6.6066 — 13.6112 14.6112 7.6066
2 — 6.0225 -1 2 .6 4 4 9 13.6449 7.0225
4 — 8.1922 — 16.8843 17.8843 9.1922
_ 4 — 11.1074 — 22.7149 23.7149 12.1074
- 2 — 8.6804 — 17.8607 18.8607 9.6804
0 — 7.1640 — 14.8280 16.8280 8.1640
2 — 6.6583 -1 3 .6 1 6 6 14.6160 7.6583
4 — 6.8633 — 14.2266 16.2260 7.8633
— 4 — 483 — 966 967 484
— 2 — 323 — 647 648 324
0 -2 1 4 -4 3 0 431 215
2 -1 6 6 -3 1 3 314 167
4 -1 4 8 --297 298 149
- 4 9.3963 18,2925 — 17.2926 -  8.3963
— 2 8.1488 16,7976 -1 4 .7 9 7 6 -  7 1488
0 6 6614 12.8029 -1 1 .8 02 9 -  5.6515
2 6.9043 9 3086 -  8.3086 -  3.9043
4 2 9073 6.3147 — 4.3147 — 1.9073
— 8.1617 -1 6 .8 03 3 17.8033 9.1517
-2 6 3 — 528 284 264
10
taiih M
E*—^oo 
(open eirouit 
case)
Tlio immeri(;al value o f Ttm- e,-\-d,“ are entered in table 2 for all cases.
Table 2. Values o f 1^ )^.
M - 4 _2 0 2 4
2 6 44 33 25 20 17
10 36 31 26 23 20
4 6 343 250 183 141 124
10 284 233 193 163 143
2 Jlf/tanh M 27.67 19.72 12.25 C.2716 -1 .2 3 2 4
4 M|tanh M 76 61 47 34 21
open circuit 
case M
2 26
4 189
Case 2 :
The temperature is now assumed to be varying linearly along the walls 
of the ckanuol. This situation is then governed by the following energy equation
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^ dT , /du\2 ,
dx dy^  \dy) "^o- ... (14)^  j
The linear variation of temperature along the walls is represented by
T =  Ax^G{y) . . . (15)
Hence equation (14) in view of (15) and (3) reduces to the following non-dimen­
sional form :
... (16)
whore
Q* - - K /10 p
Re-
k ( - 2 )l‘
py  ^ l ili_ I _^P\'\ o _  a>2/„,4___
(l(ia)
iS :=== Pr Re Si.
If the fluid iind tlie Avails are assumed to be at the same temiDerature, then 
the boundary conditions are
Gl* — Q a,t y —
Hence the solution of (16), subject to the condition (17) is 
/A,S
... (17)
—  ^ ^ 3  -|-2i42 j (cosh cosh M)
—g (cosh 2 M y — oo&h 2 M ) ... (18)
The temperature proaes for 0* for different values of JJ*. M, S, V *  are shown 
in figures 5 to 8. ^
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Figure 5. Temporaturo profiloa, 
6' =  0.2. =  4 Figure 6. Temperature profiles, M 2, J2* =6, iS =  0 2
Figure 8, Temperatui*e profiles, 
B* ^  M  tanli/Jlf
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The rate of heat transfer expressed in terms of the Nusselt number is
defined as
AT _ 3^0 \ \
^ Oy^ Q \ dy \ dy /n »  -i
Hence from (18) and (19) we obtain,
^  +2A iM  ] 8inh M +l{Aj^+A^’^ )M sinh 2M
(19)
Nu —-p rr~a---------
[  M - l )  +  iW + A ,^ )  (cosh
(20)
The numerical values of Nu under different conditions are entered in table 3
Knowing u* and J* from (1) and (2) respectively, the mean - temperature 
gradient A is found by considering the overall heat balance for a differential 
length of the channel as
dx dx
Vor /du\2 , ^2^ 1 ,
» . - y M * l + z r
l/o P Op
. . .  (2 1 )
where Va is the average velocity and q is the heat flux at the plates. Hence by 
virtue of (3) and (16a), (21) reduces to the following non-dimensional form
S - « + i  [ £ + ■ '• • ]■ '* . . .  (22)
where
C =
i m
Substituting for u* and J* from (1) and (3) respectively, in (22) we obtain after 
simplification
„  A J 4 - A  2 J a _ > i  2 t%A
S  =  Q +  sinh J I f s i n h  M -\ -l ... (23)
From the practical point of view, it is important to know the variation of the 
difference between wall temperature and the mean temperature which is given
by
yo
I T{x,y)u{y)dy
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-Vo
Vo
=  - 2 ^ .  J
-Vo
By virtue of (3) and (16a), (24) reduces to the following
{T^-Tm)* -  - H  0*u*dv
(24)
(25)
where
(T —.T \* ^
Substituting for O* and u* from (18) and (1), respectively, in (25), carrying 
out the integration, we obtain
— ^  23 f+ 2  sinh M cosh 2Jlf) j ... (26)
where
5 ,  =  1 }  ,
B -  +2A B -■“ 2 “  ^8“  g ’
B j =  ( +'2A, ) cosh Jlf +  -g (^ ,* + ^ 1*) cosh 2M
{T^—Tm)* is calculated from (26) in two different ways. The effects o f JIf, jR*, 
V^ * and S have been considered and they have been shown in figure 9-11 and
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Figure 9. Temperature profiles, (open circuit case)
it is denoted by {Tm—TJ*s. In figures 12-16 the effects of M, E*, F /  and Q 
on (Tw—Tm)* have been shown and it is denoted now by 2 w)*q. In this 
case the expression (23) for 8  is substituted in (25) and calculations are carried 
out for different values of Q.
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(T--
Figure 12. (opon-circuil case) 
[Tm — Tt„)s* va M ,
Figure 13. {Tm~T,o)Q* va ; 
B* -- 10, Q = 2
Figure 14. (Tm —iTiiOQ* w  Fp*; 
Af =  4. Q 4
Figure 15. i2'm — T,„)Q*va Vg* ;
Q =  2, R* =  M/tanh Af.
3. Con clu sion s
Now the mhd channel flow described here is characterised as follow's :
1. For Fp* =  0 and dpfdx negative, the fluid is flowing in the a:-direction 
aad hence the electric power is flowing into the external circuit provided E* ^  0 
or 00. Such a device is known as a mhd generator.
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2 For dpjdx negative, the fluid is pumped in the jc-direotion if Vg* >  0 
and hence the device is called an mhd accelerator. I f  7^* <  0, then the electro­
magnetic body force, duo to 7 / ,  oi>po8es the flow in the positive a;*direction and 
the flow in such a case is called a decelerated flow. In case of an mhd accelera- 
tor, B* may be interpreted as the internal resistance of the power source.
3, B*-> 00 corresponds to an open circuit channel flow, whereas, for 
B* — 0 and Vg* =  0 corresponds to a short circuit case.
4. In case of an mhd generator, there is an interesting case o f the maximum 
transfer of electrical power. The condition for this case, as derived by Hughes 
and Young (1966), is that B* =  itf/tanh M.
With these physical interpretations o f the different parameters, in the 
problem, we have following conclusions in the two oases :
Case (1) :
In this case, the numerical values of the difference between the fluid tem­
perature and the mean of the two wall temperatures is plotted under different 
conditions. Also in this case, is half the difference between the two wall 
temperatures and is positive when the temperature o f the upper w^ all is greater 
than that of the lower wall and is negative the other way. In figure 1, the effects
of the internal resistance in the case of an mhd accelerator on ( )  is
shown. It is interest'iug to note here that^ 6— is maximum when
B* “  0, i.e., when the internal resistance of the power source is zero. But for 
B* >  0, an increase in B* leads to an increase in the value o f . In
figure 2, the effects of Vg* and on j are shown. We conclude
hero that for constant the temperature is less in case o f accelerated flow than
that in decelerated flow. Moreover, as Vg* decreases, {^ 0— increases.
Regarding the effects of the temperature profiles are symmetrical when both 
the walls Jire at equal temperatures. But for T-^  negative, i.e., when the tem­
perature of the lower wall is greater than that o f the upper wall, the symmetry 
is distorted and the temperature profiles are deflected towards the wall o f higher 
temperature, which is so because the temperature of the fluid near the wall of 
higher temperature increases. Figure 4 gives the interesting result which is 
completely different from the earlier cases. It shows the behaviour o f the fluid 
temperature when there is a maximum transfer of electrical power. In an mhd
generator, or accelerator the value of is found to be negative for all
Ti, from which we can conclude that the temperature of the fluid, at this stage, 
is less than the mean temperature of the walls.
Case 2 :
In figure 6, the effects of M  and R* on the temperature profiles arc shown. 
We observe that an increase in M leads to an increase in the G*, when S, E* 
and Vg* are constant. However, in this case, an increase in B*, the internal 
resistance of the power source, leads to a decrease in 0* when M, S and Vg* aro 
constant. From figure G, we observe that temperature in case of an accelerated 
flow is greater than that in ease of decelerated flow. From figure 7, we conclude 
that an increase in S leads to a decrease in Q* when M, E* and Vg* are constant. 
Figure 8 shows the temperature profiles when E* — M jianh M . The effects 
of M, S and Vg* are the same as before. Tn open-circuit case, an increase 
m M leads to an increase in G*.
Figures 10 to 16 are particularly important from practical point of view 
for they show the variation of the difference between the mean temperature
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and the wall temperatures under different conditions. From figure 10, wo con­
clude that {Tm~T„)*s increases with increasing Vg* in case of an accelerated 
How, whereas, it decreases with increasing V*g in case of a decelerated flow. An 
merease in M  leads to an increase in {Tm—^w)*s when E* and S are constant. 
3ut an increase in E* leads to a decrease in An increase in S
leads to a decrease in ( Tm— In figure 11, the values of (Tm—^w)*s, in 
<'-ase of E* Jlf/tanh M are plotted against Vg*, (Tm~TJ)*s behaves in the 
wanie manner as described above for figure 10, In open-circuit case also, the 
effects of M and S on (T^—T^)*s are the same as those shown in figure 10.
In figures 13 to 16, the values of {T^—T^)*q are plotted. We observe 
Here also that the effects o f M, R*, Vg* are the Same as described above in 
uase of figures 10 to 12.
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Case (1) ;
1. From tabic 1 we conclude that (a) an increase in Ti leads to a decrease 
in the value of the Nusselt number. But the rate o f heat transfer is less when 
the temperature of the lower wall is greater than that o f the upper wall; (b) Nu 
increases with increasing Vg* or M; (c) in case o f an mhd generator, i?* is the 
external resistance, whereas, E* is the internal resistance o f the power source 
in case of an mhd accelerator. Hence an increase in E* leads to an increase 
in Nu when M, are constant.
2. From equation 13 and table 2 we conclude that the mean mixed tem­
perature is not affected by the temperature difference of the plates. In case of 
an mhd generator the mean mixed temperature increases with increasing JB*. 
In accelerated flow, the mean mixed temperature increases with increasing 72*, 
the resistance of the internal power source, whereas, in decelerated flow, it decreases 
with increasing 72*. An increase in M always leads to an increase in the mean 
mixed temperature.
Case (2) (table 3) :
An increase in S, leads to an increase in the Nusselt number in case of an 
mhd generator and accelerator, whereas, in an mhd decelerating flow, an increase
Vablc 3. Values of Nusselt number (equation 20).
M — 4 - 2 0 2 4
2 5 0 7.y315 6.6797 3.0841 2.7895 2.9669
0.2 7 1920 6 8447 3 1859 2.8499 3.0169
0 4 7.0592 6 0236 3.3031 2.9172 3.0721
10 0 6.5502 4.6354 3 3809 2 9819 2.9422
0 2 G.7158 4 8522 3.5133 3.0683 3.0106
0.4 6.8931 5 1028 3.6673 3.1665 3 0866
4 5 0 6.4262 4.7272 3.2647 2.7116 2.9652
0.2 6 4048 4 7239 3.2697 2.7182 2.9753
0.4 6 3856 4.7207 3 2749 2.7249 2.9856
10 0 5.4307 4.3581 3.4971 3.0131 2.9141
0.2 6 4246 4.3609 3 6039 3.0211 2.9233
0.4 6.4184 4.3637 3,5109 3.0293 2.9327
2 M/tanh M 0 6 2966 7 0330 2 6099 2.7540 3 1384
0 2 6.1291 6 8926 2 0681 2.7968 ‘ 3.1765
0 4 5 9733 6.7593 2.7336 2.8429 3.2167
4 0 6.7425 4.8721 3.1862 2.6420 3.04730.2 6.7159 4.8665 3 1907 2.0484 3.0681
0.4 6.6896 4.8608 3.1963 2.6647 3.0691
Open ciruuit case
2 0 3.8053
0.2 3 9838
0.4 4.1922
4 0 3.9373
0 2 3.9480
0.4 3.9688
in S^' loads to a decrease in Nu when 72* is small and Fj,* is large, but foj“ larges 
R*, Nu increases with increasing iS. Nu also increases with increasing IS iji 
open-cJrcuit case.
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